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Objective of the Public Hearing

• Approve FEIR and CUP for the Arroyo Seco
Canyon Project Areas 2 and 3

• Requirements of California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) 

> Importance of understanding baseline conditions

> Describe the project

> Highlight project benefits 
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Mod to Conditional Use Permit #6222

Background:

• EIR prepared in accordance with the Writ of Mandate by the Los 

Angeles Superior Court stemming from a lawsuit filed in 2015.

• PWP submitted a Modification to Conditional Use Permit #6222, to 

allow the elements set aside by City Council in July 2017, to proceed.

• The Modification to CUP #6222 was considered at the January 6, 

2021 Hearing Officer meeting, and the project was approved.

• The Appellants appealed the Hearing Officer’s decision and was 

considered at the March 18, 2021 Board of Zoning Appeals meeting. 

The project was approved with additional conditions.
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Area 2: Baseline Condition

• Pasadena has pre-1914 

surface water rights of 

25 cfs from Arroyo Seco

• Water diverted continuously 

for over 100 years 

• The current condition of the 

structure limits ability to 

capture runoff 

• No fish passage or 

protection at intake
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Area 2: Proposed Project

Area 2 - New diversion weir and intake structure

>Removal of fixed dam

>Operable gate that can be

lowered to manage sediment

>New fish screen and 

elements for fish passage

>Design to operate 

during large storm events
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Proposed Project: Roughened Channel

Example of restoration project using ESM
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Fish Presence

• EIR reflects research and site surveys by City, Fish & 

Wildlife, and NOAA concluding no fish presence in the 

Arroyo since the Station Fire

• Since then Fish & Wildlife has translocated fish to the 

Arroyo in an effort to save them from the San Gabriel River 

following the Bobcat Fire

• Regardless, the project is designed for the protection of 

fish

• After EIR certification, permitting with Fish & Wildlife
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Area 3: Existing and Proposed

Existing basins and previously paved JPL parking lot
>8 acres of pavement removed in 2016 
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Area 3: Naturalized Infiltration Basins

> Additional 3 

acres for 

infiltrating water

> Managing 

sediment

> Engineered 

natural system 

(Alt B)

> New native 

vegetation & 

trails9
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Project Conditions

• Project will capture large storm runoff

 Capture up to 25 cfs water rights 

 Currently diverting 2,045 AFY

 Designed for additional 1,035 AFY

• Existing conditions do not 
change: 

 Small storm and dry weather 
flows

 Pump a portion of the recharge 
as prescribed by RBMB
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Raymond Basin Judgment

• Raymond Basin Judgment decrees groundwater right of 
12,807 AFY  (reduced to 10,304 AFY)

• Judgment also allows recharge
of the basin with surface water
rights 

• Pumping credit 60% to 80%                                                        
of recharge

• In turn, 20% to 40% contributes                                                  
to the basin
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Water Supply Benefits

Diverting flows to infiltration basins =

Less outflow from Devil’s Gate Dam =

More groundwater recharge

Increased Diversions during months 

when Devil’s Gate 

outflows peak.
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 No change in 
existing/baseline 
condition during dry 
months

 Incremental volume 
of stream flow 
captured with the 
project shown in 
green

 The ASCP is a 
stormwater capture 
project - primary 
benefits will occur 
during the wet 
months of the year
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Flows in the Arroyo Seco
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Summary of Project Improvements

Functions and Features Existing New Project

Diversion of low/moderate stream flows  

Capture of runoff from large storms  

Fish screen to protect fish/aquatic species  

Removes barrier and adds fish passage features  

Ability to manage sediment during diversions  

Areas of new vegetation  

Compliance with current regulatory requirements  

Other Benefits

Conserves more water with a net increase to 

groundwater recharge
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Appellant’s Latest Proposal

• Does not comply with CEQA

> Baseline conditions cannot be changed

• Requests unnecessary and irrelevant studies

> Percolation rates are not important during high 
storm flows

> Erroneous hydrologic basis

• May be in conflict with California Dept. of Fish 
and Wildlife requirements
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Responses to Appeal

• Coordination with Fish & Wildlife for compliance with 
Fish and Game code

• Project will result in net increase to groundwater

• Suggestion for minimum flow during dry periods relates 
to baseline condition

• Stream has limited capacity for percolating runoff; 
spreading basins supplement percolation & adding acres

• Bio Impact Modeling concluded no significant impact to 
habitat from increased Project diversions
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Environmental Impact Report

• EIR focuses on issues with potentially significant impacts:

> Air Quality ˃ Noise ˃ Greenhouse Gas Emissions

> Biological Resources       ˃ Recreation ˃ Hydrology & Water Quality

> Cultural Resources ˃ Transportation ˃ Tribal Cultural Resources

• All potentially significant impacts
can be reduced to a less than 
significant level with applicable 
mitigation measures, except 
impact to cultural resources
(Bridge 3).
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Project Alternatives

• Alt. A - No project/No action

> No increased diversions or infiltration to Raymond Basin

> Runoff from large storms wasted to ocean

> More impactful to biological resources due to lack of fish protections 

• Alt. B - Redesigned Spreading Basins

> Preferred – Similar
impacts with more
natural design

• Alt. C – Historic Bridge Preservation

> Environmentally superior - only alternative to eliminate significant impact to 
cultural resource. 18
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Statement of Overriding Considerations

• The City selected Alternative B (redesigned basins)

• A SOC is required for approval of the Project - Alternative B

• Project benefits considered to outweigh impacts include:

> Groundwater recharge for sustainable local water supply 

> Capture water that would otherwise be released to the ocean 

> Improved conditions for fish

> Convert dirt lot to meaningful infiltration basins
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Conclusion

The Arroyo Seco Canyon Project is Pasadena’s 

best opportunity for capturing significant amounts of

stormwater and a great first step in healing the basin. 
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Staff Recommendation:

• Adopt a Resolution certifying the Final Environmental Impact Report

(SCH #2014101022) adopting findings and the Mitigation Monitoring

and Reporting Program (Attachment C);

• Adopt a Resolution adopting a Statement of Overriding

Considerations for the project (Attachment D); and

• Approve Modification to Conditional Use Permit #6222 with the

findings in Attachment A and the Conditions of Approval in

Attachment B.

Mod to Conditional Use Permit #6222
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Project Proposal:

Modification to Conditional Use Permit #6222: To allow the repair and replacement of

City’s water infrastructure facilities within the Upper Arroyo Seco that were damaged by

debris flows caused by storms following the 2009 Station Fire. Damage to these structures

has greatly reduced the City’s capacity to divert water from the Arroyo Seco for spreading

and pumping credits. The proposed improvements would allow for increased utilization of

the City’s pre-1914 surface water rights from the Arroyo Seco. A Conditional Use Permit is

required for any improvements within the Open Space (OS) Zoning District.

Mod to Conditional Use Permit #6222
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Conditions for Fish

• Downstream fish bypass structure is not proposed until 
connectivity is restored

• Suitable habitat exists, but current conditions are unfavorable to 
fish and their survivability

• Several barriers to fish passage exist

• Flows less than 1 cfs about 35% of the time (4 months of the 
year) - inadequate for fish survival

• Zero flow occurs 24% of August, 26% of September

• Periods of low or no flow cannot be prevented, regardless of 
diversion
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Bridge 3 with Structural Overlay

Below - Bridge 3 structural 

damage

Right – Bridge 3 and structural 

overlay
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Current Arroyo Seco Stream
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Current Stream at Intake Structure
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Hahamongna Watershed Park Master Plan
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Correcting the Appellant’s Analysis
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Analysis of Appellant’s Model

• PWP also uses 30-year record for analysis of 
project benefits.

• Model not reflective of true
watershed conditions:

> Assumes water left in
stream during large storms
will percolate

> No accounting for significant
volume that does not percolate/released as outflow
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Community Responses
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Rebuttal

• Yes, the basins will be empty 

most of the time – more critical 

to capture stormwater 

• Only Areas 2 and 3 are 

affected by Project –

Hahamongna not being 

destroyed

• Streamzone and basins will be 

infiltrating during high storm 

flows31


